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Microbial populations depend on genetic variation to respond to
novel environmental challenges. Plant pathogens are notorious for
their ability to overcome pesticides and host resistance genes as a
result of genetic changes. We report here that in particular hybrid
strains of Phytophthora sojae, an oomycete pathogen of soybean,
high frequency mitotic gene conversion rapidly converts heterozy-
gous loci to homozygosity, resulting in heterokaryons containing
highly diverse populations of diploid nuclei. In hybrids involving
strain P7076, conversion rates of up to 3 � 10�2 per locus per nucleus
per generation were observed. In other hybrids, rates were of the
order of 5 � 10�5. Independent gene conversion was observed within
a selected linkage group including loci as close as 0.7 kb apart and in
unlinked markers throughout the genome. Gene conversions contin-
ued throughout vegetative growth and were stimulated by further
sexual reproduction. At many loci, conversion showed extreme dis-
parity, with one allele always being lost, suggesting that conversion
was initiated by allele-specific double-stranded breaks. Pedigree anal-
ysis indicated that individual loci undergo multiple independent
conversions within the nuclei of a vegetative clone and that conver-
sion may be preceded by a heritable ‘‘activation’’ state.

The ability of microbial populations to respond to novel chal-
lenges from their environment depends on their mechanisms

for generating genetic variation. Plant pathogen populations are
notorious for their ability to overcome pesticides and host resistance
as a result of the rapid appearance of new genetic types (1–3). In
addition to universal mechanisms such as genetic exchange and
transposon-induced variation, microbes display a variety of novel
mechanisms for generating genetic variation such as high frequency
deletions (4), optional chromosomes (5, 6), phase variation due to
recombination (7), and telomere switching (8).

Plants evolve defense receptors that detect molecules produced
by pathogens. The plant genes encoding these receptors are termed
‘‘resistance genes,’’ and the pathogen genes encoding the detected
molecules are termed ‘‘avirulence’’ genes (9, 10). Avirulence is
dominant in the pathogen, because the presence of the incriminat-
ing pathogen molecule triggers a rapid and effective defense
response when a plant variety that carries the appropriate resistance
gene is infected. The presence of resistance genes in a plant
population thus creates selection pressure in favor of novel ‘‘races’’
of the pathogen that no longer express the relevant avirulence gene.
Losses of avirulence genes in fungal pathogens have occurred by
partial or complete deletions (10–13) or point mutations (11, 14).
Bacterial avirulence genes have been lost by point mutations (9, 15),
deletions (9), transposon insertions (16), or loss of the vector
plasmid (9). In oomycetes, the loss of transcription of avirulence
genes has been observed in two cases, elicitins (17) and Phytoph-
thora sojae Avr1b (W.-x.S. and B.M.T., unpublished data).

Oomycetes resemble true fungi morphologically and physiolog-
ically (2) but are related most closely to golden brown algae such as
diatoms (18). They grow as coenocytic hyphae and produce several
kinds of asexual spores including mononucleate zoospores. Many
oomycetes including Phytophthora species cause serious diseases on
crops (2). P. sojae infects soybean. More than 13 resistance genes
have been identified in soybean against P. sojae (19), and avirulence
genes corresponding to most of them have been identified in P. sojae
(20, 21). Several Phytophthora species show a remarkable degree of

variation even during asexual reproduction. During serial subcul-
ture of Phytophthora infestans on detached potato leaves, avirulence
in the presence of host resistance gene R4 was lost without selection
as early as the third or fourth passage (22). In the field, the rapid
appearance of new races of P. infestans has made single major
resistance genes useless in potato (23). Resistance against the
fungicide metalaxyl has arisen rapidly in P. infestans and other
oomycetes (24–26). In P. sojae, changes from avirulence to viru-
lence and vice versa were observed among two generations of single
zoospore lines (27).

Phytophthora species are typically diploid and can reproduce
sexually (2). Meiosis occurs in male and female gametangia. A
diploid sexual oospore is formed when a female gametangium is
fertilized by a haploid nucleus from a male gametangium. P. sojae
is homothallic and freely produces oospores in pure culture (28).
Outcrossing can occur when two strains are mixed in culture (20, 21,
29, 30) or infect the same plant (31). There are four major genotypes
of P. sojae, and rare outcrosses among these genotypes in the field
have resulted in much of the variation in the species (28). In the
laboratory, outcrosses have been used to create genetic maps
consisting of molecular markers and to identify and map avirulence
genes (20, 21).

While creating a genetic map spanning the avirulence gene
Avr1b of P. sojae (W.-x.S. and B.M.T., unpublished data), we
noticed that particular molecular markers changed occasionally
from heterozygosity to homozygosity during vegetative growth.
The same mechanism, occurring at high frequency, potentially
explained extreme biases in the transmission of many unlinked
markers that we had observed previously in a cross between
strains P6497 and P7076 (21). To test our hypothesis directly and
determine the mechanism of the change to homozygosity, we
examined molecular genetic markers within and outside a se-
lected linkage group in a large population of somatic segregants.

Materials and Methods
Strains and Genetic Methods. Strains P6497, P7076, and P7064
represent genotypes I, II, and IV, respectively (28). For outcrosses,
single germinating oospores from mixed cultures of parent strains
were selected by microscopy and cultured in 5-cm culture dish wells
containing V8 agar (21). F1 hybrids were identified by using random
amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD; ref. 32) markers (21). For
selfing, oospores were selected from pure cultures. For the vege-
tative passaging experiment, a frozen agar plug of each strain was
recovered from liquid nitrogen storage, inoculated onto a 9-cm
Petri dish containing cleared V8 agar, and incubated for 7 days at
25°C. Four agar plugs then were cut from each plate, inoculated
onto four separate 9-cm plates, and incubated for 7 days, resulting
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in four independent subcultures. A single plug from each subculture
then was inoculated onto a fresh 9-cm plate and incubated for 7
more days. This process was repeated three more times. To initiate
zoospore production, a 9-cm Petri dish containing cleared V8 agar
was inoculated with a single agar plug from the original 5-cm
oospore culture in the case of the F1 and F2 hybrids (F1 hybrids
NC15A and NC15B originated from different agar plugs at this
point) or from the final passage plate in the case of the subculturing
experiment. After 7 days, zoospore release was stimulated by
repeated washing of the culture (33). After harvest, single germi-
nating zoospores were selected by microscopy and cultured in 5-cm
wells. To isolate DNA for analysis, a single plug from the original
culture of the zoospore line was used to inoculate 5 ml of liquid V8
medium. After 5 days of growth, a small piece of mycelium was
removed and DNA extracted (33) from it for scoring of molecular
markers. Five days’ growth corresponds approximately to 20 rounds
of nuclear division.

Genetic Markers. Marker 121P1 was identified previously as a
restriction fragment length polymorphism (21, 28). Markers X15,
K14, and AI11 were identified initially as RAPD markers (W.-x.S.
and B.M.T., unpublished data). The region corresponding to the
polymorphic fragments in each case was cloned from strains P6497,
P7076, and P7064 and sequenced. Markers 21J17L, 19N3R, and
4N8R were derived from the ends of bacterial artificial chromo-
some clones (W.-x.S. and B.M.T., unpublished data). In each case

the relevant fragment was cloned and sequenced from all three
strains. Markers 4141, 6802, and 8127 were identified from se-
quencing the right end of bacterial artificial chromosome 1C13.
8127 lies within the Avr1b gene (W.-x.S. and B.M.T., unpublished
data). To create codominant genetic markers scorable by the PCR,
primers were designed from the relevant sequences that could
amplify a fragment from all three strains. Polymorphisms were
scored by digestion with an appropriate restriction enzyme except
for markers 121P1, AI11, and X15, for which single strand confor-
mation polymorphism (34) was used to detect polymorphisms
between strains P6497 and P7076. The markers P2, M4, AP4, A19,
and B16 are all uncloned RAPD markers and were scored by using
the corresponding Operon Technologies (Alameda, CA) primers
(www.operon.com) using the amplification conditions of Whisson
et al. (20). The sequences of all primers, amplification conditions,
and choices of restriction enzyme are available in Table 5 and
additional text, which are published as supporting information on
the PNAS web site, www.pnas.org.

Results
High Frequency Changes to Homozygosity in F1 Progeny of P6497 �

P7076. To test for changes to homozygosity, we examined mo-
lecular genetic markers from a linkage group spanning aviru-

Fig. 1. Analysis of mitotic changes by isolation of zoospores. The design of the
experiment is showntogetherwithanticipatedchanges ingeneticmarkers.Open
and filled circles denote nuclei homozygous for a given polymorphic marker.
Half-filled circles denote heterozygous nuclei. Oospores are diploid sexual spores
and result from the fusion of haploid gametangia. Zoospores are mononucleate
vegetative spores, the nuclei of which are generated by mitosis.

Fig. 2. Genetic and physical maps of the linkage group analyzed. (A) Genetic
map. The map was constructed by analysis of 100 F2 progeny from a cross of
P6497�P7064using MAPMAKER 1.0.AllmolecularmarkersareRAPDmarkersexcept
121P1, 74P8, and 74P9, which are restriction fragment length polymorphisms.
Codominant alleles of the underlined markers were used for this study. Avr1b is
a phenotypic marker. Distances are in centimorgans. (B) Physical locations of
markers on a 200-kb bacterial artificial chromosome contig spanning Avr1b.
Underlined markers were used in this study. Marker 8127 lies within Avr1b. The
expansion lines show the position and orientation of the contig on the genetic
map.

Table 1. Conversion of heterozygous markers to homozygosity in F1 hybrids from P6497 � P7076

F1 hybrid
Lines

analyzed

Number of zoospore lines homozygous for each marker*

X15 K14 AI11 21J17L 8801 8127 6802 4141 19N3R 4N8R 121P1 AP4 AP19 B16

NC 162 36 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 (7) 0 0 0 5 (7) 0
NC 174 22 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16 (7) 0 0 1 (6) 3 (7) 0
NC 123 33 0 1 (6) 0 0 15 (6) 13 (6) 0 6 (6) 25 (7) 25 (6) 0 4 (6) 8 (7) 4 (6)
NC 64 26 0 3 (6) 1 (7) 0 0 11 (6) 0 7 (6) 15 (7) 21 (6) 0 0 6 (7) 6 (6)
NC 111 21 0 0 0 0 0 1 (6) 0 0 13 (7) 0 0 0 1 (7) 1 (6)
NC 160 28 0 0 1 (7) 0 9 (7) 0 0 0 8 (7) 0 0 0 0 1 (7)
NC 15A 29 2 (7) 0 1 (7) 0 24 (6) 0 0 6 (6) 4 (7) 0 0 0 0 4 (7)
NC 15B 20 1 (6) 0 2 (7) 8 (6) 9 (6) 0 0 5 (6) 17 (7) 0 0 0 0 6 (7)
NC 16 19 0 0 1 (6) 0 4 (7) 0 0 0 16 (7) 0 0 0 0 0
NC 67 22 0 0 1 (6) 0 4 (7) 0 0 0 2 (7) 0 0 0 0 0

Total 256 1 (6) 4 (6) 2 (6) 8 (6) 48 (6) 25 (6) 0 (6) 24 (6) 0 (6) 46 (6) 0 (6) 5 (6) 0 (6) 11 (6)
2 (7) 0 (7) 5 (7) 0 (7) 17 (7) 0 (7) 0 (7) 0 (7) 126 (7) 0 (7) 0 (7) 0 (7) 23 (7) 11 (7)

All markers are codominant except AP19 and AP4, which are dominant. AP4, AP19, and B16 are unlinked to all other markers or to each other. All others are
linked (Fig. 2). Unlinked dominant RAPD markers P2 and M4 showed no changes among any zoospore lines. NC15A and NC15B are different subcultures of the
same F1 individual.
*The number of lines homozygous for the P7076 allele (7) and the P6497 allele (6).
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lence gene Avr1b (W.-x.S. and B.M.T., unpublished data) as well
as randomly chosen markers unlinked to Avr1b. Somatic seg-
regants were produced by isolating 20–40 mononucleate zoo-
spores each from freshly prepared F1 hybrids from two crosses:
P6497 � P7064 and P6497 � P7076 (Fig. 1). The first cross
displays normal Mendelian genetics (21), and we previously
observed few somatic changes in progeny from this cross. The
second cross displays extreme biases in marker segregation (21),
and thus we predicted a high frequency of somatic changes in
progeny from this cross. We isolated the zoospore lines as early
as possible after oospore germination and isolated DNA as early
as possible after germination of the zoospores to minimize the
number of changes that might accumulate. We examined the fate
of 11 codominant genetic markers linked to Avr1b (Fig. 2) and
five unlinked markers. Seven of the linked markers derived from
a 200-kb bacterial artificial chromosome contig spanning the
Avr1b gene (W.-x.S. and B.M.T.). All the markers were homozy-
gous in the three strains involved.

Among a total of 351 zoospore lines from 15 F1 progeny from
P6497 � P7064, only two showed a change to homozygosity for any
marker: K14 in both cases (data not shown). In contrast, 180 of 256
zoospore lines from P6497 � P7076 showed changes in at least one
marker, affecting all nine F1 individuals (Table 1). Four markers
showed no changes. Among the markers that changed, the fre-
quency varied from 1 (X15) to 50% (19N3R) of the zoospore lines,
which equates to rates of 5 � 10�4–3 � 10�2 per locus per nucleus
per generation, respectively. The changes were not technical arti-
facts, because they were not observed in segregants from the
P6497 � P7064 cross and they could be reproduced by using new
DNA preparations. Moreover, for several markers (e.g., 21J17L,
8801, 19N3R, and 4N8R) heterozygosity could be distinguished
readily from incomplete restriction enzyme digestion, because the
enzyme produced multiple fragments for each allele. There was
considerable variation in the frequency of changes among different
F1 individuals. For example, only seven changes were observed

among 22 zoospore lines from F1 hybrid NC67, whereas 95 changes
were observed among 36 lines from F1 hybrid NC123. Some
markers changed at high frequency in some F1 lines but not at all
in others (e.g., markers 8127 and 4N8R). Markers both linked and
unlinked to Avr1b were affected. An unexpected feature of the
changes was that the changes at many loci showed extreme dispar-
ity‡ as to which allele was lost. For example, marker 19N3R changed
in almost 50% of all zoospore lines, but always became homozygous
for the allele from P7076. The observed disparity does not result
from clonal expansion after a change to homozygosity in a single
nucleus, because pedigree analysis shows that most changes have
occurred more than once among a set of zoospore lines (see below).
Even when changes in favor of either allele were observed, F1
individuals usually lost one allele but not the other (e.g., at markers
8801, B16, and AI11); an exception was the loss of different alleles
of locus X15 between subcultures NC15A and NC15B. Overall,
these data demonstrate that high frequency changes to homozy-
gosity occur in progeny of P6497 � P7076 and at relatively low
frequency in progeny of P6497 � P7064.

Homozygosity Results from Gene Conversion Without Crossing Over.
To infer the mechanism of change, we compared the changes in
neighboring markers within individual zoospore lines. Table 2
shows representative data from F1 progeny NC123, in which
changes occur at high frequency. In NC123 the only cases of
coconversion of adjacent markers in the linkage group occur
between markers 8801 and 8127, which are 674 bp apart. Even
adjacent markers 4141, 6802, and 8127, which are 2.7 and 1.3 kb
apart, respectively, show no coconversion. Examples of coconver-
sion of adjacent markers are rare in the other progeny also. The lack

‡We use the term disparity here to indicate that gene conversion occurs primarily in favor
of one allele (54). The terms polarity and directionality are used sometimes to describe this
phenomenon, but these terms are used also to describe bias in the position of a conversion
tract relative to the site of its initiation.

Table 2. Genotypes of zoospores lines from F1 hybrid NC123

Row Lines*

Genotypes of zoospore lines†

8801 8127 6802 4141 19N3R 4N8R AP4 AP19 B16

1 3 h h h h 7 6 h H‡ h
2 3 h h h h 7 h h H h
3 2 6 h h h 7 6 h H h
4 2 6 6 h 6 7 6 h H h
5 2 6 h h h 7 6 6 H h
6 2 h h h 6 h h h H h
7 2 6 6 h h 7 6 h H h
8 2 h h h h h 6 h H h
9 1 h 6 h 6 7 6 h H h

10 1 h h h h 7 6 6 H h
11 1 h 6 h h h 6 h 6 h
12 1 6 h h 6 7 6 h H h
13 1 6 6 h h h 6 h 6 h
14 1 6 6 h h 7 6 h 6 6
15 1 h 6 h h 7 h h 6 6
16 1 h 6 h h h 6 h H h
17 1 6 6 h h 7 6 h H 6
18 1 h h h h 7 6 h 6 h
19 1 6 h h h 7 6 6 H 6
20 1 h 6 h h 7 6 h 6 h
21 1 h 6 h h 7 h h H h
22 1 h h h h 7 h h 6 h
23 1 6 h h h h 6 h 6 h

The markers are as described in Table 1. Markers changed in one or no lines are not shown. A total of 33 lines
were analyzed.
*The number of zoospore lines having the given genotype.
†h, heterozygous; 6, homozygous for P6497 allele; 7, homozygous for P7076 allele.
‡Because AP19 is dominant, H indicates heterozygous or homozygous for P7076 allele.
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of coconversion of adjacent markers except for those that are linked
most closely argues against any mechanisms for producing homozy-
gosity, such as mitotic crossing over (3, 35, 36) or chromosome loss,
that involve large sections of chromosomes. The strong disparity of
many of the changes and the fact that alleles in neighboring markers
are lost from different parents even in the same zoospore line
further supports this conclusion. Therefore we conclude that the
mechanism of change is gene conversion without crossing over.

In the cross of P6497 and P7064, which showed only two
changes in 351 zoospore lines, the changes nevertheless also
seem to have occurred by gene conversion, because the markers
closely flanking the site of the two changes, locus K14 (X15 and
AI11; Fig. 2), did not change to homozygosity (data not shown).
Changes to homozygosity in F1 hybrids of P6497 and P7064 were
observed also in the region surrounding Avr1a after extended
vegetative culturing (37).

Individual Loci Undergo Multiple Conversions Within Single Clones.
Pedigree analysis (28) of the changes observed among the zoospore
lines of F1 individuals reveals that many of the changes have
occurred more than once during growth of the F1. For example, in
F1 hybrid NC123, if the change to homozygosity in marker 8127 had
preceded the change in marker 4141, then the change in 4141 could
not appear in zoospore lines homozygous for 8127 as well as in lines
heterozygous for 8127 unless a change in 4141 occurred at least
twice. Table 2 shows that changes in 4141 occur in lines both
heterozygous and homozygous for 8127 (compare row 4 with 7 in
Table 2). If the change is assumed to have occurred first in 4141,
then multiple changes must have occurred in 8127. The same is true
relative to 8127 for markers 8801 (compare row 10 with 13 and row

16 with 19), AP19 (row 18 with 21), B16 (row 16 with 19), and
indeed for most pairs of markers compared in this way among
zoospore lines of NC123 and of the other F1 progeny.

Gene Conversions Continue During Vegetative Growth. To test
whether gene conversions continued during vegetative growth, we
selected a single zoospore line from each of three F1 progeny from
P6497 � P7076, namely NC174, which exhibited a low conversion
frequency, and NC123 and NC15B, which exhibited a high con-
version frequency. Four independent subcultures from each line
were passaged five times over a total period of 5 weeks, and then
zoospores were isolated and analyzed for homozygosity (Tables 3
and 4). The average frequencies of conversion (conversions per
locus per zoospore line) were similar in the NC123.10 subcultures
as in the parent F1 NC123. In NC174.6 the rate was reduced �2-fold
over NC174, whereas in NC15B.4 the rate was increased �2-fold in
NC15B. For several loci, conversions did not occur in all four
subcultures, suggesting they were new conversion events (e.g., loci
8801, 8127, and B16 in the NC123 derivatives and loci 8127 and
19N3R in the NC15B derivatives). In particular, one single subcul-
ture of NC123.10 (NC123.10.D) showed conversions in favor of the
P7076 allele of marker B16, whereas four zoospore lines of the
NC123 parent showed conversion of B16 in favor of the P6497
allele. The remaining conversions were present in all four subcul-
tures and might have arisen before separation of the subcultures
(e.g., at locus 21J17L in the NC123 derivatives and at loci 21J17L,
4141, and 4N8R in the NC15B derivatives).

Gene Conversions Are Stimulated by Sexual Reproduction. To deter-
mine whether sexual reproduction stimulated gene conversion

Table 3. Frequency of gene conversion after vegetative passaging and sexual reproduction

Strain*

F1 individual F1 subculture F2 progeny

Lines† Frequency‡ Lines Frequency Lines Frequency

NC174 1 � 22 0.076 a 4 � 25 0.043 b 4 � 20 0.071 a
NC123 1 � 33 0.15 a 4 � 25 0.12 a 2 � 20 0.28 b
NC15B 1 � 20 0.15 a 4 � 25 0.32 b 6 � 20 0.40 c

*F1 individual refers to the strains analyzed in Table 1. The frequencies in F1 subcultures are averages of four
independent cultures of the F1 individual passaged five times. F2 progeny are 2–6 progeny obtained by selfing
the F1 individual.

†m � n indicates that n zoospore lines were analyzed from each of m individuals, subcultures, or F2 progeny.
‡The frequency of conversions per locus per zoospore line averaged among 2–6 individuals including loci with no
changes and excluding loci homozygous in the parent F1 zoospore line (NC174.6, NC123.10, or NC15B.4). Twelve
loci were analyzed in NC174 and its derivatives and 10 each for NC123 and NC15B. Comparing across the table,
frequencies with the same postscript (a, b, and c) were not significantly different (P � 0.10) by the �2 test.
Frequencies with different postscripts were significantly different (P � 0.01).

Table 4. Gene conversion during vegetative passage

F1 hybrid
subculture†

Lines
analyzed

Lines homozygous for each marker*

21J17L 8801 8127 4141 B16 19N3R 4N8R

NC123 33 0 15 (6) 13 (6) 6 (6) 4 (6)
NC123.10.A 25 21 (6) 0 0 0 0
NC123.10.B 25 19 (6) 0 3 (6) 0 0
NC123.10.C 25 21 (6) 0 11 (6) 0 0
NC123.10.D 25 17 (6) 18 (6) 1 (6) 0 12 (7)

NC15B 20 8 (6) 0 5 (6) 17 (7) 0
NC15B.4.A 25 4 (6) 0 23 (6) 0 20 (6)
NC15B.4.B 25 17 (6) 20 (6) 22 (6) 9 (7) 21 (6)
NC15B.4.C 25 22 (6) 12 (6) 21 (6) 23 (7) 21 (6)
NC15B.4.D 25 19 (6) 3 (6) 22 (6) 19 (7) 22 (6)

Markers are as described in Table 1. Markers K14, 6802, M4, AP4, and AP19 showed no changes.
*Number of lines homozygous for the P7076 (7) and the P6497 alleles (6).
†One single zoospore line from each F1 progeny was selected (e.g. NC123.10), and four independent subcultures
(A–D) were established from it (see Materials and Methods).
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during subsequent growth of the oospore germlings, we selfed
selected single zoospore isolates and reisolated zoospores from F2
progeny heterozygous for the test markers. We selfed the same
three single zoospore isolates that we had tested in the previous
section, namely NC174.6, NC123.10, and NC15B.4. For lines
NC123.10 and NC15B.4, the average conversion frequency was
increased substantially compared with the original F1 lines, NC123
and NC15B (1.8- and 2.7-fold, respectively; P � 0.001 in both cases),
or with the vegetatively passaged lines (2.2- and 1.25-fold, respec-
tively; P � 0. 001 in both cases). Line NC174.6 showed a significant
increase relative to the vegetatively passaged lines (1.67-fold; P �
0.005) but not relative to the original F1 line.

Discussion
We have shown that changes to homozygosity occur at high
frequency during vegetative growth of certain P. sojae hybrids,
especially those involving strain P7076, as a result of gene conver-
sion without crossing over. Conversions occurred not only within
the linkage group we selected for study but at four of five randomly
chosen unlinked markers. Distorted segregation, consistent with
high frequency gene conversion, also was observed at a further five
unlinked restriction fragment length polymorphism markers (21).
Thus high frequency mitotic gene conversion seems widespread
across the P. sojae genome. In P. sojae, which is diploid, haploid
nuclei in the gametangia are formed by meiosis and do not undergo
division (2). The genomes of the two parents cannot interact in the
F1 progeny until after the gametangia fuse. Therefore the changes
to homozygosity cannot occur during meiosis.

The sizes of the conversion tracts appear to be less than 1 kb,
because no evidence for coconversion was observed among three
loci spaced 2.7 and 1.3 kb apart (4141, 6802, and 8127, respectively).
Although 8 of 33 zoospore lines from NC123 showed conversion at
both 8127 and 8801 (674 bp apart), 12 zoospore lines from this F1
did not. Moreover, of 62 zoospore lines from seven other F1 that
showed conversion for either 8801 or 8127, none showed conversion
of both loci. Thus the simultaneous conversion of 8127 and 8801 in
some derivatives of NC123 is likely to have occurred by independent
events, and the conversion tracts in these cases therefore are likely
to have been less than 700 bp. In Saccharomyces cerevisiae, mitotic
gene conversion tracts ranged from 50 to 400 bp in length (38, 39).

Mechanism of Gene Conversion Disparity. Of the 12 loci with codomi-
nant markers that underwent conversion, six of the loci (K14,
21J17L, 8127, 4141,19N3R, and 4N8R) showed disparity as to which
allele was lost. For example, 242 zoospore lines (from 20 F1 and F2
individuals) showed conversion at 19N3R (Tables 1 and 4 and data
not shown); in every case conversion favored the allele from P7076.
In all cases except K14, the number of conversions was high enough
to rule out that all of the conversions occurred in favor of the same
allele by chance. One possible trivial explanation for the observed
disparity is that the favored allele in each case is actually duplicated
in the genome, so that loss of that allele caused by conversion is
masked. This can be ruled out fully for loci 4141 and 8127 where we
have carried out extensive characterization of the region spanning
these two loci by fine structure genetic mapping, DNA sequencing,
and Southern blotting (in pursuit of the Avr1b gene; W.-x.S. and
B.M.T., unpublished data). Similar but less comprehensive analyses
of the regions spanning 21J17L, 19N3R, and 4N8R also make it
unlikely that alleles at these loci are duplicated.

Strong disparity is characteristic of gene conversions initiated by
double-stranded chromosome breaks at specific DNA sequences,
the best example of which is mating type switching in S. cerevisiae
(40). Gene conversion without disparity can be initiated this way if
double-stranded breaks can occur on DNA strands carrying either
allele. Single-stranded breaks also could account for gene conver-
sion without disparity. We speculate that single- or double-stranded
DNA cleavage near converted markers is stimulated when the
genomes of P6497 and P7076 come together. In some sense

therefore, the two genomes seem incompatible. One possible
mechanism could be the presence of different bacterial-style
restriction-modification systems (41) in the two strains. In this case,
a nuclease encoded by one genome may cleave DNA from the other
genome before it becomes fully modified by the methylase (or other
enzyme) encoded by the first genome. Another possibility is that
cleavage is caused by transposases encoded by transposons that are
silent normally but are activated after mating (similar to transposon
dysgenesis in Drosophila, reviewed in ref. 42) A third possibility is
that site-specific nucleases may be activated transiently as the result
of nonself recognition after mating. This mechanism would be
similar to vegetative incompatibility that occurs in true fungi when
two strains that contain specific nonself recognition genes fuse,
resulting in programmed cell death of the fused hyphae (43). The
disparity observed for conversion of a particular marker could
result from the absence of the recognition or cleavage site from one
allele (the favored allele) or differential modification of the site in
the two different genomes.

The Initiation of Gene Conversion May be a Two-Step Process. Pedigree
analysis showed that gene conversions at individual loci occur more
than once in clones of individual F1 progeny. This result is consistent
with the very high conversion frequencies observed at some loci.
However, it is not consistent with the observation that in the case
of loci that undergo conversions in favor of either allele, all
conversions favor one allele in a given F1 or F2 individual. For
example, six F1 individuals show gene conversion at locus 8801.
Among these, all conversions in the F1 individuals NC160, NC16,
and NC67 are in favor of the P6497 allele, whereas all those in the
F1 individuals NC123, NC15A, and NC15B are in favor of the P7076
allele. These results would be expected if each gene conversion
event (or a committed step toward it) occurred only once, early in
the expansion of the clone. Similarly, for several markers (e.g.,
21J17L and 4N8R) changes occurred at a high frequency but only
among the zoospore lines of a small number of F1 individuals. This
observation suggests that for these markers, gene conversion is not
very common, because most F1 individuals do not have the change,
and that the F1 individuals that do show the change have a high
frequency of the change among their zoospores, because a single
change occurred early in the growth of the F1.

To reconcile the data that suggests that conversions occur
frequently with those that suggest the frequency is low, we propose
that in P. sojae mitotic gene conversion is initiated by a two-step
process. The first step usually occurs early in the growth of an F1
and, for many markers, at relatively low frequency. This step
‘‘activates’’ or predisposes the F1 subsequently to undergo high
frequency changes at a particular site. It also commits which allele
will be lost if conversion occurs but does not commit the nucleus to
complete the conversions. The second step is the completion of
gene conversion, which occurs many times in different nuclei as a
result of the activation but only in a percentage of activated nuclei.
The first step is responsible for the observation that several of the
markers show a high frequency of changes, but only among the
zoospore lines of a small number of F1 individuals. It also explains
why all conversions in a clone occur in favor of the same allele. The
second step is responsible for the randomization of the order of
changes.

Several possible mechanisms can be imagined for steps one and
two. An essential feature of the activation must be that the activated
state can be propagated through nuclear division such that a
population of nuclei is created in which actual conversion of the
markers occurs in many different orders or may not occur at all in
some nuclei. One possibility is that step one is a chemical modifi-
cation of a DNA recognition or cleavage site, for example by the
introduction of a nick (as in Schizosaccharomyces pombe mating
type switching; ref. 44) or by the addition or removal of methyl
groups (as in bacterial-style restriction-modification systems). Al-
teration of chromatin configuration similar to position effects on
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transcription (42, 45) is a third possibility. Step two then would be
cleavage by an enzyme recognizing the modification state, leading
to gene conversion. Alternatively, step one could be activation of a
nuclease(s) that recognizes the DNA cleavage sites; step two would
be actual cleavage of the target sites.

Contribution of Gene Conversion to Genetic Diversity. When the P.
sojae strains P6497 and P7076 were crossed, we observed high
frequency mitotic gene conversion in the F1 progeny, resulting
rapidly in a heterokaryotic strain containing a highly diverse
population of diploid nuclei. Even loci that showed close linkage
during meiotic recombination were reassorted at high frequency. In
the field, this mechanism would result in a large reservoir of
diversity within an individual thallus that could facilitate a strain to
adapt to new environmental challenges. The region we studied most
closely contains a gene, Avr1b (W.-x.S. and B.M.T., unpublished
data), that is subjected directly to selection pressure by specific
resistance genes in the host plant. Changes to homozygosity were
observed also in the region surrounding Avr1a (37), which is
unlinked to Avr1b (21, 46). We showed previously that outcrosses
between different P. sojae genotypes in the field are not common
but have been a major source of new races of P. sojae (28) able to
overcome new combinations of resistance genes in soybean culti-
vars. Mitotic gene conversion could well have facilitated the reas-
sortment of avirulence genes that resulted in these new races,
especially in the case of closely linked avirulence genes (46, 47).
Because mitotic gene conversion was observed at many unlinked
loci spread across the P. sojae genome, gene conversion may be
responsible for creating diversity in all aspects of P. sojae growth,
development, and pathogenicity. We observed very different gene
conversion frequencies in the two crosses we analyzed, P6497 �
P7076 and P6497 � P7064. The majority of the few P. sojae crosses
reported in the literature (20, 21, 29) show approximately Mende-
lian segregation of alleles as in the cross of P6497 � P7064.
Presumably, therefore, conversion frequencies comparable to
P6497 � P7064 (�5 � 10�5 per locus per nucleus per generation)
are the norm in P. sojae unless crosses with severe distortion were
not reported. Even the lower conversion rate would be likely to
result in extensive variation given the extended periods of vegetative

growth typical of this organism. The results from the P6497 �
P7076 cross demonstrate that the machinery exists in this species for
generating extremely high frequencies of gene conversion. Al-
though this mechanism seems to operate constitutively in hybrids
from this cross, it is possible that high frequency conversion is
facultative in other strains of P. sojae. For example it might be
induced by particular physiological conditions such as stress. If
double-stranded breaks underlie the gene conversions we have
observed here, then the breaks also may contribute to the genetic
diversity of the pathogen by stimulating point mutations. In yeast,
repair of double-stranded breaks increases the frequency of point
mutations in the vicinity by 100-fold (48). Furthermore, in mam-
malian Ig genes expressed in antibody-producing cells, high fre-
quency double-stranded breaks targeted to the variable regions of
the genes promote somatic diversification of the genes by hyper-
mutation as well as by gene conversion from neighboring pseudo-
genes (49).

Mitotic gene conversion also may operate in other oomycetes; a
loss of heterozygosity was observed after extended vegetative
culture of F1 hybrids of Pythium ultimum (50), although closely
linked markers were not examined to determine the mechanism.
Nonstoichiometric ratios of alleles and mitotic instability have been
reported in F1 hybrids of Phytophthora parasitica (51) P. infestans
(52), and Phytophthora cinnamomi (53). In the case of the latter two
species, inheritance of three alleles in some hybrids suggested that
abnormal chromosome segregation during meiosis was involved in
some cases. However, because closely linked markers were not
examined, gene conversion may have made an additional undetec-
ted contribution to the abnormal segregation. In principle, mitotic
gene conversion could promote somatic or germline diversity in any
diploid organism in which a period of nuclear or cellular division
follows mating as it does here and in the case of mammalian
antibody genes.
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